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ABSTRACT

Clear risk communication is one of the keys to establishing a positive rebtionship with the
public at an environmental restoration site. This effort has been evolving at the Weldon Spring
site over the past few years, with considerable input from the local community. The recent
signing of the major cleanup decision for this site, which identifies on-site disposal as the remdy
reflects the strength of the communication program that has evolved for the project.

BACKGROUND

A community's fear of health effects from a contaminated site can be the biggest barrier to their
acceptance of assessments and decisions made for that site. To overcome this problem and
establish a good relationship with the local public over time, two objectives should be pursued:
(1) create regular opportunities for public interaction to establish familiarity with the project and
(2) develop clear presentations that address the concerns and provide background information
to help explain the risk assessment process and interpretation of results. This paper discusses
several lessons learned in applying this approach at a Department of Energy (DOE)
environmental restoration site in Missouri.

The Weldon Spring site is a radioactively and chemically contaminated site located about 48 km
(30 mi) west of St. Louis. It consists of two noncontiguous areas: a quarry that previously
served as a waste disposal area and a chemical plant area. A county well field that provides
drinking water to about 63,000 people is within 1.6 km (1 mi) of the quarry, and ground water
contamination is migrating in the direction of the well field. A high school with an enrollment
of about 1,600 students is within 1 km (0.6 mi) of the chemical plant area, so risks from
exposures to airborne contaminants that could be released during the cleanup period are a major
issue for the students and their parents.

A project office was established in October 1986, and cleanup plans for the site were taken to
the public early the following year. The general distrust of the project by the community was
high, and the state's recent dioxin experience could only have increased the sensitivity to
contamination problems. At the public meeting on the draft environmental impact statement
(EIS) for site cleanup that was issued in February of 1987, over 1,600 statements were made
against the project — with many individuals voicing concerns about risk. Soon after, the site



was listed on the National Priorities List (NPL) of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
and cleanup was reevaiuated in accordance with the process established by EPA for NPL sites.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM

Concurrent with this reevaluation, a program to facilitate public involvement and increase its
understanding of the project — thereby reducing the "fear of the unknown" — was aggressively
pursued. This program involved:

• Extending an open invitation to interested (or worried) individuals to visit
the site at any time for tours and/or one-on-one discussions;

• Holding regular meetings with the community;

• Hosting open houses and workshops so people could gain a visual
understanding of what they read about in the newspapers or assessment
documents;

• Being readily available to reporters and offering to speak to gatherings of
local commissioners, businesses, and civic groups (including the chamber
of commerce, realtors, and the school district) to discuss the project and
answer any questions;

• Preparing interesting project update bulletins for inclusion in Sunday
newspapers; and

• Involving local educators and students through various projects, including
"show and tell" presentations at local grade schools and joint participation
in high school science projects by site workers, and cooperation with
university research projects (e.g., to determine contaminant-specific
distribution coefficients for leaching analyses or test animal tissues for
biouptake evaluations).

These efforts have successfully met the first objective of creating regular opportunities for public
interaction, and not only is the community less afraid of the site than in 1987, but the familiarity
and openness have also bred trust and confidence in the project

RISK COMMUNICATION

To address the second objective, developing effective presentations for communicating risks to
the public, we began by discussing the smaller scope actions in small settings. At each meeting,
we solicited input so both the presenters and the audience could learn well from the experience.
We experimented with different terms, graphics, and analogies to eventually come up with an
appropriate blend of interesting information at a level that would be responsive to those who
understood the technical concepts but would not lose the attention of those who did not. Early
audiences were family members and nontechnical project staff, and the presentations eventually
graduated to small group meetings (e.g., with local science teachers, who offered to grade our
effort), and finally extended to the audience for a public workshop on risk. During this time,
risk information was also being developed for larger public meetings to address the specific
actions being proposed.



A number of issues were raised during the risk communication efforts over the past several
years. These included the usefulness of:

(1) Explaining the why? of the risk assessment process, that is, what the point
of all the calculations is supposed to be — including the reasons for
hypothetical assumptions and built-in conservatism (often better stated as
"greater protectiveness");

(2) Putting the concepts and terms in common language (i.e., trying not to
talk like we write) without being too flip;

(3) Using as many graphics as possible (pictures instead of words, bar graphs
instead of tables);

(4) Preparing a visual aid that stays up for the entire presentation, to maintain
a constant reference for key topics (e.g., a flip chart that stays turned to a
graphic explaining scientific notation);

(5) Providing a context for the risk numbers (e.g., compared to the
background cancer rate or the risk from radiation exposures during a
cross-country plane trip), but acknowledging differences to dismantle the
issues of trivialization and voluntary versus involuntary risk;

(6) Explaining results in terms of corresponding estimates for local
background concentrations of naturally occurring contaminants), so
incremental risk can be best understood;

(7) Giving the audience the tools to check our results and demystify the
process (e.g., with example calculations);

(8) Following up on the presentation by soliciting feedback afterwards or
providing additional detail and explanation to those who request it; and

(9) Putting ourselves in the audience's shoes and thinking of questions they
might ask, so we can iterate through mock presentations to the point
where we will be able to proactively respond to the audience's concerns,
and continuously striving for improvement so the next discussion will be
even clearer.

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

The regular solicitation of public input and the phased discussions of risk have contributed to
the project's success. Although arduous, the benefits of this process were apparent at the public
meeting that was held last November to present DOE's proposal for on-site disposal of all site
waste. The fact that this proposal met with little opposition signifies the importance of open
communication. The DOE and EPA jointly signed the record of decision for this action in
September, so the major phase of site cleanup is expected to be completed over the next several
years. The following quotes by two members of the community are reprinted from newspaper
articles that discussed the ongoing cleanup activities and the recent decision:



"It's amazing to me, after listening to the engineers, the care that is taken when
they go tc do something. The controls these guys put into it — they're serious
about it."

"We felt that if there could be safe containment of the waste, with the best
available technology, and if they do this in a responsible way that would protect
groundwater, we could live with that"

These comments provide a strong indication of the benefits of clear and continuous two-way
communication regarding risk, and the success of the Weldon Spring project is due in large part
to the success of that communication effort.
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